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independent communities, and were themselves empires
long before they became countries with empires attached.
Even the smaller groups of which they were composed
were probably formed by the forcible fusion of towns and
villages.
Writers are far too apt to speak of Egypt, Babylonia, or
China as if they were countries with permanently fixed
frontiers and homogeneous populations possessing an en-
tirely distinctive culture. Modern Egypt includes Sinai,
which is geographically in Asia, and about one third of
Nubia; Ancient Egypt was formed by the fusion of the
Two Lands', of which one had probably been in close
touch with Syria, and the other with Ethiopia. Not only
was it composed of people of very mixed racial and cultural
ancestry, but from the earliest times its culture was repeatedly
transformed or greatly modified by influences from without.
£As far as our knowledge goes at present/ says Professor Peet
(in J.E.A., vol. x, p. 67), 'there is a complete break between the
palaeolithic and the predynastic,5 and the same kind of thing
happened again and again in later times, though as the
civilization of Egypt became more complex, the result of
these alien influences was less marked. The same applies
to the other great civilizations of the Ancient East; far from
arising in geographical isolation, they derived from the
combination of diverse elements.
An empire, then, comes into existence in two main stages.
In the first the nuclear group becomes the leader of other
groups which owing to nearness in race, culture, or actual
position can be fused with it into a 'nation'. Strengthened
by this fusion, it proceeds to conquer remoter groups with
which it either cannot or will not fuse. The process of
diffusion is just as real in the first stage as in the second, but
is less obvious since by its very completeness it has effaced
its traces. The importance of the empire in its second stage
for the diffusion of culture hardly needs emphasis. Quite

